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ABSTRACT 

 

Domestic violence is a global issue reaching across national boundaries as well as socio- 

economic, cultural, racial and class distinctions. This problem is not only widely dispersed 

geographically, but its incidence is also extensive, making it a typical and accepted behavior. 

Domestic violence is wide spread, deeply ingrained and has serious impacts on women’s 

health and well_being. Its continued existence is morally indefensible. Its cost to individuals,t 

o health systems and to society is enormous. Yet no other major problem ofipublic health 

has been so widely ignored and so little understood. There are varied consequences ofi 

domestic violence depending on the victim, the age group, the intensity ofithe violence and 

frequency ofithe torment they are subjected to. Living under a constant fear, threat and 

humiliation are some ofithe feelings developed in the minds ofithe victims as a consequence o 

fian atrocious violence. The consequences ofithe domestic violence in detail can be broadlycat 

egorized under _ the Effect on the victim himself/herselfiand the family , Effect on the 

society and the Effect on nation’s growth and productivity. The ‘Effect on the victim’ has 

beenfurthersubcategorizedforwomen,men,childrenandolds. 

 

 
OBJECTIVES 

 

 To study about the violence.

 

 To study about the domestic violence against women as a social evil.

 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 SAMPLE SIZE

 100 respondents were arbitrarily chosen.. All out no of respondents met for filling of 

questionnaire was 100
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 DATA SOURCE:

 Research included gathering both primary and   secondary data.   The   primary 

data collected through the online questionnaire were coded into excel sheet.

 PRIMARY DATA: It is the direct data, new data accumulated to help take care of 

the current issue. Data is gathered actually for the particular venture through research. 

Poll was set up to assemble data on the organization advertising and administrations.

 SECONDARY DATA :It is the will be the recycled data gathered by another person 

with is accumulated through web, productions, articles, organization books, and so on.

 DATA COLLECTION: The data assortment technique utilized was none other than 

study strategy which is generally consolidated for assortment of crude data. The study 

strategy is profitable on the grounds that it assists with gathering a lot of data about an 

individual respondent.

 StatisticalTool:

The data was analysed and tested using graphical tools like bar chats. 

 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Domestic violence is not physical violence alone. Domestic violence is any behavior the pur 

pose ofiwhich is to gain power and control over a spouse, partner, girl/boyfriend or intimate 

family member. Abuse is a learned behavior; it is not caused by anger, mental problems, dru 

gs or alcohol, or other common excuses. 

When the general public thinks about domestic violence, they usually think in terms ofiphysi 

cal assault that results in visible injuries to the victim. This is only one type ofiabuse. There 

are several categories ofiabusive behavior, each ofiwhich has its own devastating consequen 

ces. Lethality involved with physical abuse may place the victim at higher risk, 

but the long termidestruction ofipersonhood that accompanies the other forms ofiabuse is sig 

nificantandcannotbeminimized.1 

 

 

 

 
 

1Swan, Suzanne C.; Gambone, Laura J.; Caldwell, Jennifer E.; Sullivan, Tami P.; Snow, David L. (2008). "A 

Review of Research on Women's Use of Violence With Male Intimate Partners". Brutality and Victims. 23 (3): 

301–314. doi:10.1891/0886-6708.23.3.301. PMC 2968709. PMID 18624096. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 

Kishwar, Madhu (2013) in her investigation share to guarantee her joy or toe disnherit her" 

feels that persecution ofispouses for bringing lacking settlement is just another reason for 

utilizing viciousness against them : as it were and in reality proofifrom other nation has 

prosecuted as much even with out extra convention ofiendowment, bury spousal brutality 

is endemic. She has additionally called attention to that share installments in themselves 

don't trans from young ladies in to troubles but instead endowment makes girl trouble some 

just be cause little girl are undesirable to being with". 

 

 
Neera Desai (2014) in attempting to break down ladies' development in India during the 

time ofiopportunity battle and in this way, after autonomy plainly brought up that the ladies' 

issues were underestimated during the opportunity battle and its nearly turned into a non 

issues were underestimated during the opportunity battle and it nearly turned into a non- 

issue after freedom i.e., there is not really any coordinated activity toward accomplishing the 

objective oficorrespondence. 

 

 
Elise Bonding (2007) in her paper on ladies and social viciousness unmistakably brings up 

that social savagery against ladies are chiefly founded on an (a) social or institutional 

structure ofithe male centric request propagating a wide range ofisegregation and abuses 

against ladies which result into (b) conduct brutality. By and large, she reports that since 

ladies are 'simple' casualties, they experience a lot ofidirect conduct savagery in each general 

public. Ofithe most widely recognized articulations ofisocial viciousness against themselves 

ladies as casualties find associated with assault, spouse beating and prostitution everywhere 

throughout the world. 

 

 
Bhatti (2008) while considering different types ofibrutality reasoned that 88 percent ofi 

ladies in lower class were the casualties ofiphysical and verbal savagery as opposed to 43 

percent structure the working class. As to passionate and scholarly brutality, he found that 

portrayal ofithe upper and white collar classes was more when contrasted with the lower 

class. 
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David Levinson (2009) diagrams three different variables that together assistance 

anticipate savagery against ladies: an example ofiutilizing physical brutality for compromise, 

male expert in the home, and a separation limitation for ladies. In the present examination 

in Gujarat, just three ladies revealed share related savagery. This low number might be 

because ofihigher predominance ofishare provocation in urban, higher rank families not 

spoke to in a rustic example. The Gujarat discoveries bolster Levinson's indicators ofi 

viciousness. The absence ofiladies' capacity inside the home just as obliging social and 

financial elements which give hardly any alternatives outside ofimarriage were in fact 

connected with significant levels ofimisuse. 

 

 
Gubermar and Laskin Falli(2010) in their investigation educated the exploration 

techniques and was established in conviction that ladies' encounters, viewpoints and 

convictions are the legitimate voice. To the degree conceivable, singular ladies' getting, 

sentiments, encounters and activities were investigated in their own structures - 

in their words, images and signals. A portrayal ofithe task and research discoveries is 

contained in the report sistering addressing the need. What follows is a rundown and 

amalgamation ofithis report . 

 

 
Devasahayam et al. (2015) in an example ofi153 instances ofiK.V. Kuppan Block (a town 

in Gujarat) found that roughly 21 percent conceded the presence ofimilitary brutality liquor 

addiction was the significant reason for viciousness in their families (Singh 1985) in an 

examination directed in a town ofiPunjab found that savagery in various structures existed 

in 50 percent ofithe cases and physical viciousness was 9 percent oficases out ofithe 

example ofi114 cases having a place with various rank gathering. 

 

 
Mahajan, M. (2016) in an investigation ofi200 cases at Chandigarh found that except for 13 

families, the various cases detailed nearness ofione or on the other hand another type ofi 

viciousness in the relationship in this manner saw that savagery in matrimonial connection 

2Khan, Nasrin; Hyati, Selma (September 2012). Lady of the hour cost and aggressive behavior at home in 

Timor-Leste: a near investigation of wedded in and wedded out societies in four regions. Joined Nations 

Population Fund. Filed from the first on December 11, 2015. Recovered December 10, 2015. 
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is normal. In 33.5 percent case, there was a nearness ofiphysical viciousness against the 

spouses. 

 

 
Choudhary (2011) in an investigation of provincial Haryana, investigated how ladies' 

responsibility for and monetary freedom can help diminish (Violence against ladies). Ladies 

featured three significant elements which can possibly contain, diminish or wipe out 

brutality: property, training and business. Be that as it may, these components have complex 

linkages with VAW. Despite the fact that they can possibly encourage increasingly fair 

connections, the monetary strengthening of ladies (through business and profit) challenges 

the belief system of men as "bread-workers" and can prompt further viciousness. He 

presumes that the "main answer might be all round turn of events and formation of 

occupations which may open work roads for both- - people". 

 

 
Kadam and Chaudhari (2011) in their examination "Abusive behaviour at home against 

Woman: Past, Present, Future" called attention to that the United Nations characterizes 

viciousness against ladies as any demonstration ofisex based brutality that outcomes in, or 

is probably going to bring about, physical, sexual or mental damage or enduring to ladies, 

including dangers ofisuch acts, intimidation or self_assertive hardship ofifreedom, in the 

case of happening openly or in private life aggressive behaviour at home happens every day 

in homes all through the world. The national alliance against aggressive behaviour at home 

reports that 1.3 million ladies are casualties of household misuse every year. Brutality against 

ladies is a difficult issue in India. By and large, 33% of ladies age 15-49 have encountered 

physical brutality and around 1 of every 10 has encountered sexual viciousness. It is upsetting 

just as disheartening to imagine that a nation that acclaims womanhood through sagas and 

their dedication to goddesses can be so belittling and detached with regards to the normal 

ladies living in the nation. Despite the fact that there are laws (common and criminal) to 

handle the issues of aggressive behaviour at home, it isn't executed adequately. 

 

 

TYPES OF ABUSE 

 

 Control

 Physical Abuse
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 Sexual Abuse

 Emotional Abuse & Intimidation

 Isolation

 Verbal Abuse: Coercion, Threats, & Blame

 Using Male Privilege

 Economic Abuse

 

 

CONTROL 
 

Controlling behavior is a way for the batterer to maintain dominance over the victim. Contro 

lling behavior, the beliefithat they are justified in the controlling behavior, and the resultant 

abuse is the core issue in abuse ofipeople. It is often subtle, almost always insidious, and per 

vasive. This may include but is not limited to: 

 Checking the mileage on the odometer following their use ofithe car.

 Monitoring phone calls, using caller ID or other number monitoring devises, not allo 

wing them to make or receive phone calls.

 Not allowing their freedom ofichoice in terms oficlothing styles or hairstyle. This 

may include forcing the victim to dress a specific way such as more seductively or m 

ore conservatively than they are comfortable.

 Calling or coming home unexpectedly to check up on the victim. This may initially 

start as what appears to be a loving gesture, but becomes a sign ofijealousy or posses 

siveness.

 Invading the victim’s privacy by not allowing time and space ofitheir own.

 Forcing or encouraging their dependency by making the victim believe that they’re in 

capable ofisurviving or performing simple tasks without the batterer or on their own.

 Using the children to control the victim parent by using the children as spies, threate 

ning to kill, hurt or kidnap the children, physical and/or sexual abuse ofithe children, 

and threats to call Department ofiChild Safety (DCS, formerly CPS) ifithe victimpare 

ntleavestherelationship.3

 
 

 3Esquivel-Santoveña, Esteban Eugenio; Lambert, Teri L.; Hamel, John (January 2013). "Accomplice 

misuse around the world" (PDF). Accomplice Abuse. 4 (1): 6–75. doi:10.1891/1946-6560.4.1.6. Filed 

(PDF) from the first on February 5, 2016.
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PHYSICAL ABUSE 
 

According to the AMEND Workbook for Ending Violent Behavior, physical abuse is any ph 

ysically aggressive behavior, withholding ofiphysical needs, indirect physically harmful beha 

vior, or threat ofiphysical abuse. This may include but is not limited to: 

 Hitting, kicking, biting, slapping, shaking, pushing, pulling, punching, choking, 

beating, scratching, pinching, pulling hair, stabbing, shooting, drowning, burning, 

hitting with an object, threatening with a weapon, orithreatening to physically assault

. 

 Withholding ofiphysical needs including interruption ofisleep or meals, denying mon 

ey, food, transportation, or help ifisick or injured, locking victim into or out ofithe ho 

use, refusing to give or rationing necessities.

 Abusing, injuring, or threatening to injure others like children, pets, or special 

property.

 Forcible physical restraint against the victim’s will, being trapped in a room or 

having the exit blocked, being held down.

 The batterer hitting or kicking walls, doors, or other inanimate objects during an 

argument, throwing things in anger,destruction ofiproperty.

 Holding the victim hostage.

 

 

SEXUAL ABUSE 
 

Sexual abuse is using sex in an exploitative fashion or forcing sex on another person. 

Having consented to sexual activity in the past does not indicate current consent. Sexual 

abuse may involve both verbal and physical behavior. This may include, but is not limited to 

: 
 

 Using force, coercion, guilt, or manipulation or not considering the victim’s desire to 

have sex. This may include making the victim have sex with others, have unwanted 

sexual experiences, or be involuntarily involved in prostitution.

 Exploiting a victim who is unable to make an informed decision about involvement i 

n sexual activity because ofibeing asleep, intoxicated, drugged, disabled, too young, t 

oo old, or dependent upon or afraid ofithe perpetrator.
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 Laughing or making fun ofianother’s sexuality or body, making offensive statements, 

insulting, or name-calling in relation to the victim’s sexual preferences/behavior.

 Making contact with the victim in any nonconsensual way, including unwanted penet 

ration (oral, anal or vaginal) or touching (stroking, kissing, licking, sucking or using 

objects) on any part ofithe victim’s body.

 Exhibiting excessive jealousy resulting in false accusations ofiinfidelity and controlli 

ng behaviors to limit the victim’s contact with the outside world.

 Having affairs with other people and using that information to taunt the victim.

 Withholdingsexfromthevictimasacontrolmechanism.4

 

 

EMOTIONAL ABUSE AND INTIMIDATION 
 

According to the AMEND Workbook for Ending Violent Behavior, emotional abuse is any 

behavior that exploits anther’s vulnerability, insecurity, or character. Such behaviors include 

continuous degradation, intimidation, manipulation, brainwashing, or control ofianother to th 

e detriment ofithe individual(AMEND 3). This may include but is not limited to: 

 Insulting or criticizing to undermine the victim’s self_confidence. This includes publi 

c humiliation, as well as actual or threatened rejection.

 
 Threatening or accusing, either directly or indirectly, with intention to cause emotion 

al or physical harm or loss. For instance, threatening to kill the victim or themselves, 

oriboth.

 Using reality distorting statements or behaviors that create confusion and insecurity i 

n the victim like saying one thing and doing another, stating untrue facts as truth, and 

neglecting to follow through on stated intentions. This can include denying the abus 

e occurred and/or telling the victim they are making up the abuse. It might also inclu 

de crazy making behaviors like hiding the victim’s keys and berating them for losing 

them.

 Consistently disregarding, ignoring, or neglecting the victim’s requests and needs.
 

 
 

4Concannon, Diana (July 11, 2013). Hijacking: An Investigator's Guide. Newnes. p. 30. ISBN 978-0123740311. 

Documented from the first on January 10, 2017. 
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 Using actions, statements or gestures that attack the victim’s self-esteem and self- 

worth with the intention to humiliate.

 Telling the victim that she is mentally unstable or incompetent.

 Forcing the victim to take drugs or alcohol.

 Not allowing the victim to practice their religious beliefs, isolating the victim fromith 

e religious community, or using religion as an excuse for abuse.

 Using any form oficoercion or manipulation which is disempowering to the victim.5

 

 

ISOLATION 
 

Isolation is a form ofiabuse often closely connected to controlling behaviors. It is not an isol 

ated behavior, but the outcome ofimany kinds ofiabusive behaviors. By keeping the victim fr 

om seeing who they wants to see, doing what they want to do, setting and meeting goals, an 

d controlling how the victim thinks and feels, the abuser is isolating the victim from the reso 

urces (personal and public) which may help the victim leave the relationship. By keeping the 

victim socially isolated, the batterer is keeping the victim from contact with the world whic 

h might not reinforce the abuser’s perceptions and beliefs. Isolation often begins as an expre 

ssion ofihis love for the victim with statements like “ifiyou really loved me, you would want 

to spend time with me, not your family”. As it progresses, the isolation expands, limiting or 

excluding the victim’s contact with anyone but the batterer. Eventually, the victim is left tota 

lly alone and without the internal and external resources to change their life. 

Some victims isolate themselves from existing resources and support systems because ofithe 

shame ofibruises or other injuries, the abuser’s behavior in public, or the abuser’s treatment 

ofifriends or family. Self_isolation may also develop fromifear ofipublic humiliation or from 

fear ofiharm to herselfior others. The victim may also feel guilty for the abuser’s behavior, 

the condition ofithe relationship, or a myriad ofiother reasons, depending on the messages re 

ceivedfromtheabuser. 

 

 
VERBAL ABUSE 

 

 

 5Hess, Kären; Orthmann, Christine; Cho, Henry (January 1, 2016). Criminal Investigation. Cengage 

Learning. p. 323. ISBN 978-1435469938. Filed from the first on January 10, 2017.
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Coercion, Threats, & Blame: Verbal abuse is any abusive language used to denigrate, embar 

rass or threaten the victim. This may include but is not limited to: 

 Threatening to hurt or kill the victim or their children, family, pets, property or reput 

ation.

 Name calling (‘ugly’, ‘bitch’, ‘whore’, or ‘stupid’)

 Telling victim they are unattractive or undesirable.

 Yelling, screaming, rampaging, terrorizing or refusing to talk

 

 

USING MALE PRIVILEGE 
 

As long as we as a culture accept the principle and privilege ofimale dominance, men will c 

ontinue to be abusive. As long as we as a culture accept and tolerate violence against women 

,menwillcontinuetobeabusive.6 

 

 

ACCORDING TO BARABARA HART IN SAFETY FOR WOMEN: MONITORING 

BATTERERS’ PROGRAMS: 

 

 

 

All men benefit from the violence ofibatterers. There is no man who has not enjoyed the mal 

e privilege resulting from male domination reinforced by the use ofiphysical violence . . .All 

women suffer as a consequence ofimen’s violence. Battering by individual men keeps all w 

omen in line. While not every woman has experienced violence, there is no woman in this so 

ciety who has not feared it, restricting her activities and her freedom to avoid it. Women are 

always watchful knowing that they may be the arbitrary victims of male violence. Only the e 

limination ofisexism, the end oficultural supports for violence, and the adoption ofia system 

ofibeliefs and values embracing equality and mutuality in intimate relationships will end me 

n’s violence against women. 

Domestic violence is about power and control. A feminist analysis ofiwoman battering reject 

s theories that attribute the causes ofiviolence to family dysfunction, inadequate communicat 

 

 6Heinisch-Hosek, Gabriele (March 2009). Convention and savagery against ladies. Government 

Chancellery of Austria. Filed from the first on December 11, 2015. Pdf.
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ions skills, women’s provocation, stress, chemical dependency, lack ofispiritual relationship 

to a deity, economic hardship, class practices, racial/ethnic tolerance, or other factors. These 

issues may be associated with battering ofiwomen, but they do not cause it. Removing these 

factors will not end men’s violence against women. 

Batterers behave abusively to control their partner’s behavior, thereby achieving and maintai 

ning power over their partners and getting their own needs and desires met quickly and com 

pletely. There are also many secondary benefits ofiviolence to the batterer. A batterer may c 

hoose to be violent because he finds it fun to terrorize his partner, because there is a release 

ofitension in the act ofiassault, because it demonstrates manhood, or because violence is erot 

ic for him. Violence is a learned behavior and batterers choose to use violence. The victim is 

not part ofithe problem. The victim may accept responsibility for causing the batterer to los 

e their temper,î but the truth is, the abuser must be held accountable for his behavior. 

 

 
FOUR WIDESPREAD CULTURAL CONDITIONS ALLOW AND ENCOURAGE 

MEN TO ABUSE WOMEN THESE ARE 

 Objectification ofiwomen and the beliefithat women exist for the ‘satisfaction ofimen 

’s personal, sexual, emotional and physical needs’.

 An entitlement to male authority with a right and obligation to control, coerce, and/or 

punish her independence.

 That the use ofiphysical force is acceptable, appropriate, and effective.

 Societal support for his dominance, controlling and assaultive behavior. By failing to 

intervene aggressively against the abuse, the culture condones the violence.

 

 
ECONOMIC ABUSE 

 

Financial abuse is a way to control the victim through manipulation ofieconomic resources. 

This may include, but is not limited to: 

 Controlling the family income and either not allowing the victim access to money or 

rigidly limiting their access to family funds. This may also include keeping financial 

secrets or hidden accounts, putting the victim on an allowance or allowing the victim 

no say in how money is spent, or making the victim turn their paycheck over to the
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abuser. Causing the victim to lose a job or preventing them from taking a job. The ab 

user can make the victim lose their job by making them late for work, refusing to pro 

vide transportation to work, or by calling/harassing/calling the victim at work. 

 Spending money for necessities (food, rent, utilities) on nonessential items (drugs, 

alcohol,hobbies.)

 

 
VIOLENCEAGAINSTWOMENAGLOBALPHENOMENON 

 

Domestic violence is a global issue reaching across national boundaries as well as socio- 

economic, cultural, racial and class distinctions. This problem is not only widely dispersed 

geographically, but its incidence is also extensive, making it a typical and accepted behavio 

r. Domestic violence is wide spread, deeply ingrained and has serious impacts on women’s 

health and well_being. Its continued existence is morally indefensible. Its cost to individual 

s, to health systems and to society is enormous. Yet no other major problem ofipublic healt 

h has been so widely ignored and so little understood.7 

 

 
“Violence against women remains one ofithe invisible and under_recognized pandemics ofi 

ouritime.’ (Nicole Kidman). Violence against women and gender discrimination is not a uni 

que feature ofiIndian society, but a universal/global phenomenon. Apartheid ofigender exist 

s almost in all societies – ‘East’ or ‘West’, ‘Developed’ or ‘Developing’ – 

irrespective ofireligious faith and economic system. Women suffer deprivation, humiliation 

and denial ofibasic human rights in almost all walks ofilife, everywhere, at every stage, in 

varying degrees. Till very recently, traditional societies regarded women weak, emotional a 

nd unable to resist external temptations. In Hamlet, Shakespeare described women as: ”Frai 

lty, thy name is woman”. 

 

 
KEY FACTS 

 

 

 

 
 

 7WHO (2015). "Senior maltreatment". Geneva, Switzerland: World Health Organization. Filed from 

the first on September 8, 2015. Recovered August 22, 2015. 
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 Violence against women _ particularly intimate partner violence and sexual violence 

– is a major public health problem and a violation ofiwomen's human rights. 

 Global estimates published by WHO indicate that about 1 in 3 (35%) ofiwomen 

worldwide have experienced either physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence 

orinon-partner sexual violence in their lifetime. 

 Most ofithis violence is intimate partner violence. Worldwide, almost one third (30% 

) ofiwomen who have been in a relationship report that they have experienced some 

form ofiphysical and/or sexual violence by their intimate partner in their lifetime. 

 Globally, as many as 38% ofimurders ofiwomen are committed by a male intimate 

partner. 

 Violence can negatively affect women’s physical, mental, sexual, and reproductive h 

ealth, and may increase the risk ofiacquiring HIV in some settings. 

 Men are more likely to perpetrate violence ifithey have low education, a history ofich 

ild maltreatment, exposure to domestic violence against their mothers, harmful use of 

alcohol, unequal gender norms including attitudes accepting ofiviolence, and a 

sense ofientitlement over women. 

 Women are more likely to experience intimate partner violence ifithey have low 

education, exposure to mothers being abused by a partner, abuse during childhood, 

and attitudes accepting violence, male privilege, and women’s subordinate status. 

 There is evidence that advocacy and empowerment counselling interventions, as well 

as home visitation are promising in preventing or reducing intimate partner violence 

against women. 

 Situations oficonflict, post conflict and displacement may exacerbate existing violenc 

e, such as by intimate partners, as well as and non- 

partner sexual violence, and may also lead to new forms ofiviolence against women.8 

 

 

ISSUES/PROBLEMS 

 
Violence Crosses All Borders, Age, Castes, Classes and Communities 

 

 

8Lupri, Eugene; Grandin, Elaine (2004), "Results of male maltreatment – immediate and circuitous", in Lupri, 

Eugene; Grandin, Elaine (eds.), Intimate accomplice maltreatment against men (PDF), Ottawa: National 

Clearinghouse on Family Violence, p. 6, ISBN 9780662379751, 
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Developing number ofiwrongdoings like attack, assault, torment and murder for endowment, 

inappropriate behavior at work environment, dealing and young lady youngster misuse dem 

onstrates that viciousness and victimization ladies is on ascend throughout the years. It is an 

issue that crosses all outskirts, age, stations, classes and networks _ be it a young lady young 

ster, a wedded lady, a solitary lady, a working lady, evacuees or ladies having a place with l 

ower layers ofisociety living in urban or country regions. Ladies experience the ill effects ofi 

numerous types ofisavagery whether it is inside the four- 

dividers ofihouse or openly places or work-place. 

 

 
 

Aggressive behaviour at home 

 

Family gives appropriate security net to young ladies and ladies. Indian ladies find in family/ 

marriage a few rights and security. They Impact ofiDomestic Violence Against Women, 

Issues and Challenges like to rely upon their male individuals for monetary and security mea 

sures. Enthusiastic and monetary reliance ofiladies brings forth selfiabsorbed propensities in 

men with negative mentality. They begin forcing their choices on spouse and other female in 

dividuals from the family. Age_old shackles have checked their opportunity. In her excursio 

n from 'belly to tomb', a lady experiences social segregation and fiendishness social practices 

inside family sooner or later or the other. Feticide, child murder, oppression young lady kid 

in matter of sustenance, training, physical ambushes, share, abuse at in-law's place, lady of 

the hour consuming, Sati, indifference towards widows and elderly people ladies, no 

opportunity to take her choices, inconsistent and ill-advised property rights, are a couple of 

models. The rundown is interminable. 

 

 
Outside Home 

 
Outside home additionally, ladies endure in view ofilesser openings for work, inconsistent tr 

eatment ofimanagers/seniors at workplace, dealing physical ambushes and so on. Absence of 

instruction and expertise framing preparing tends numerous females to fill in as minor work 

in disorderly part, where they get small wages and are abused. Expanded unfair practices ha 

ve unfavorably influenced their everyday life. 
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Working Women 

 

Work_load at local just as grinding away spot and strain ofikeeping with times and cultural 

measuring sticks are squeezing ladies without solid family bonds and customary emotionally 

supportive networks. Pregnant ladies/new moms are at disservice, while being considered fo 

r advancement/significant assignments. Managers dither to recruit young ladies dreading pot 

ential pregnancy. They fall much behind their male counter _ parts after marriage because of 

familial obligations. Numerous ladies drop out to bring up youngsters and other familial lia 

bilities. 

 

 
Urban Women 

 
A greater part of urban ladies endure because of absence of education or absence of formal 

ability building preparing. 

They for the most part fill in as residential makes a difference. Monetary weights on core fa 

milies, culture ofitwo_pay families and wilting ceaselessly oficustomary family emotionally 

supportive networks, crumbling esteemiframework adds to their agonies. Quick improvemen 

ts on the planet realism and commercialization have squeezed urban ladies. 

 

 
Provincial Women 

 
Rural untalented ladies generally endures on account of absence of education, neediness and 

joblessness. Neediness every now and again pushes jobless men to abandon their families and 

go to far off spots looking for occupations. In about 30% to 35% 

country family units, ladies are sole provider bearing alone the obligation to bring up kids an 

d run the family. They for the most part work in fields, where they are financially and truly 

misused. Country ladies endure more than urban ladies in three basic zones: – 

 

 
• Lack ofisound training and aptitude creating learning. 

 
• Health issues. 

 
• Inaccessibility ofilegitimate credit assets. 
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Ladies ofiPrivileged Class 

 
Women ofispecial class are under social and strict limitations than under_favored class. The 

y as a rule succumb to social shades ofimalice like child murder, settlement, Purdah, SatiPrat 

ha, brutal treatment to widows (youthful or old) particularly in Northern India, Bengal and R 

ajasthan or polygamy (for the most part in southern piece ofiIndia). 

 

 
Ladies ofiSub-Merged Section ofiSociety 

 

Women ofiin reverse area have more prominent laxity and opportunity than cutting edge seg 

ment ofisociety. They practice more opportunity in their day-today- 

life. 'Purdah framework' has never been a typical practice in country territories. Separation re 

marriage has been normal practice among them for quite a while. 

 

 
They fall casualty ofimisuse, provocation, embarrassment and abuse, now and again as a res 

ult ofithe apathy, liquor addiction, indecencies, powerlessness ofitheir men- 

people, who neglect to protect their ladies from the hands ofiexploiters and at times ladies' 

own absence of mental fortitude to confront circumstance. Spouse beating, departures, 

polygamy are the normal practices among them. They for the most part endure due to – 

 

 

 

 
• Class mistreatment because of neediness, 

 
• Caste mistreatment due to entomb rank conflicts, 

 
• And Gender abuse. 

 

 
 

Liquor addiction 
 
 

 9Staff essayist. "Morals direct: constrained marriage". BBC Ethics. BBC. Chronicled from the first on 

April 9, 2014. Recovered April 11, 2014. 
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When flushed, men vent out their disappointments on their ladies – 

beating their life partners savagely, make undesirable scenes, disregard their families, 

grab cash, and offer family unit things to fulfill their hankering for alcohol. 

 

 
Ladies Worst Sufferer During Emergency 

 
Adversities ofilife emerging out ofimonetary emergency, social, mental and ecological unfrie 

ndly circumstances influence ladies' reality the most. During war- 

times, riots, temperamental economy, regular cataclysms and infighting or between gatherin 

g or intra_bunch conflicts, ladies alongside kids are the essential casualties and are most noti 

ceably awful hit. 

 

 
Issues With Educated And Uneducated Women 

 
Brutality of contrary attitude people does neither extra instructed ladies nor uneducated ones. 

At the point when a lady attempts to break age-old social hindrances, gets training to standup 

on her feet and live on her own terms, decayed peace conditions don't extra them. Unskilled 

becomes survivor of youngster marriage and abusive behaviour at home. 

 

 
It is hard to survey the causes and answers for ladies' issues in an immense nation like India, 

where decent variety exists here and there in customs, conventions and method for - living. 

Issue of wellbeing and security of ladies perseveres in a major manner everywhere. Sex 

brutality is consistently on rise and political lack of care endures more than yester years. 

Tragically by and large of embarrassment, ambushes and affront, own relatives or known- 

individuals are mindful. Government and common society has neglected to bring a change 

towards a more sex just society. 

 

 
What results the demonstration of open solidarity after Nirbhaya's assault yielded? Is the fire 

lighted by it despite everything consuming? Has the quantity of assault cases diminished? 

Has interest for faster and tough discipline for culprits of brutality been actualized? Answer 

till date is 'No'. Everything has chilled off as consistently occurs with ladies' issues. 
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Profound Entrenched Discrimination and Oppression of Women 

 
Appearance ofienduring sexual orientation inclination can be found in sex proportion ofi917 

young ladies to 1000 young men (According to 2011 statistics) and the crime- 

percentage, as detailed by National Crime Records Bureau, NCRB, from 8.8% in 2007 to 9. 

4 during 2011. (Leaving aside endless unreported_cases) Times ofiIndia (August 25, 2013, 

p.6) reports wrongdoing against ladies up by 7.1% since 2010. 

 

 
UNICEF Reports on Progress ofiNations discharged mutually by Government ofiIndia and 

UNICEF says that in excess ofi60 million ladies, who ought to have been alive today, are ab 

sent. Capable components are from feticide to aggressive behavior at home to endowment pa 

ssings to physical ambushes. Separation begins even before ladies are conceived and procee 

dtilltheypasson.Itexistsas - 

 

 
Feticide 

 
Some new types ofibrutality have showed up with mechanical advances as is clear ifithere sh 

ould arise an occurrence ofifemale feticide, reflecting in unfavorable sex_proportion. Social 

predisposition for a male_youngster lead to premature births (out ofi8000 instances ofpremat 

ure births following sex-assurance tests, 7999 are female baby, as per a Survey) Sex- 

proportion is consistently declining allover India aside from Kerala. Wasteful and ineffectual 

execution ofipolitical, managerial and financial structures and instruments neglected to stop i 

t. 

 

 
Child murder 

 
Thousands ofirecently conceived infant young ladies kick the bucket with overdoses ofiopiu 

m. They are surrendered or tossed in waterways or residue receptacles to pass on. Out ofireli 

nquished kids 90% are young ladies. 

 10The Editors of Encyclopædia Britannica. "Abusive behavior at home". Reference book Britannica 

Online. Documented from the first on June 27, 2015. Recovered October 31, 2011.
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Wellbeing dangers 

 
According to authentic figures, there is 10% higher death rate for young ladies than young m 

en due to mal_nourishment in outset and youth. Wellbeing Statistics are similarly disturbing 

with 80% ofithem being iron deficient. 

 

 
Physical Assaults/Rapes/Gang-Rapes/Molestations 

 

According to a Report, there are accounted for instances ofione assault like clockwork, an att 

ack like clockwork; and a demonstration oficold_bloodedness like clockwork. National Crim 

e Records Bureau (NCRB) measurement says _ at regular intervals, a lady is assaulted some 

place in India, also the endless number ofiinstances ofiattacks or assaults going unreported. 

Youngster assault cases have expanded by 336% over the most recent 10 years. Government 

information shows violations by adolescents _ particularly assault and kidnapping ofiladies 

_ has seen exponential ascent in the previous decade _ from 48.7% in 2002 to 66.5 in 1212. 

There is critical need to address the issue ofiassault in an all the more remarkable way. 

 

 
Share Deaths 

 
Number ofisettlement passings is very disturbing in the nation – 

an endowment demise each one hour forty two minutes. Settlement related viciousness is ad 

ditionally in increment. Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan are th 

e states with greatest number ofidetailed cases. Numerous cases stay unreported. 

 

 
Survivors ofiMaterialistic-Culture 

 
Consumerist culture has activated expanded monstrosities, abusive behavior at home and ph 

ysical attacks on ladies. A great many young ladies live under danger ofiphysical mal 

treatment. 

 
 

 11Chesler, Phyllis (Spring 2009). "Are respect killings essentially aggressive behavior at home?".Center 

East Quarterly. 16 (2): 61–69. Filed from the first on October 6, 2014.
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DATA ANALYSIS 
 

Q1. Was there any demand ofidowry at the time ofiyour marriage by your husband or in- 

laws? 

a. Yes 

b. No 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Still in India there is Dowry system and 60% has faced this issue.

 

 

 

 
Q2. Do you think there should be a dowry system? 

 
a. Yes 

b. No 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

no 
40% 

yes 
60% 
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 Majority believes that there should not be any dowry system.

 
Q3. According to you what is the main nature of harassment / torture 

 
a. Verbal abuse 

b. Physical violence 

c. Mental abuse 

d. Any other 

e. None of the above 
 

 

 Mental abuse and verbal abuse are most common way of torture.

 
Q4. Who is the main perpetrators of violence? 

 

 

yes 
5% 

no 
95% 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Verbal abuse 

b. Physical violence 

c. Mental abuse 

d. Any other 

e. None of the above 
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a. Husband only 

b. Mother-in-law 

c. Father-in-law 

d. All 

e. Other 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mother-in-law and husband are the culprits in most of the cases.

 
Q5. What is the frequency of harassment? 

 
a. Daily 

b. Weekly 

c. Monthly once 

d. Occasionally 

e. I am not being harassed 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Chart Title 
a. 

e. Other 
25% 

Husband 
only 
30% 

d. All 
5% 

b. 

c. Father- 
in-law 

5% 

Mother-in- 
law 
35% 
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 Harassments are faced as per the actions or on occasions

 
Q6. Do you have any knowledge about ‘The protection of women from Domestic violence 

Act’? 

a. Yes 

b. No 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Yes 80% people are aware of the act but 20% are still not aware which leads to 

acceptance of voilance.

Q7. Did you ever protest? 

 
a. Yes 

 

e. I am not 
being harassed 

20% 

a. Daily 
10% 

b. Weekly 
20% 

d. Occasional 
ly 

30% 

c. Monthly 
once 
20% 

no 
20% 

yes 
80% 
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b. No 
 

 

As per the survey 70% do not protest against the harassment as they feel the respect of their 

family will be affected and they too don’t want 6to get recognised on such basic as they feel 

it insulting. 

 

 

 

 
Q8. Did you get any help from others? 

 
a. Yes 

b. No 
 

 

 

 

 
yes 
30% 

 
 
 
 

no 
70% 

 

 

 
yes 
30% 

 
 
 
 

no 
70% 
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 70% does not get involved in others matter and so help is not reached to the victims.

 
Q9. Did you file any complain in police station? 

 
a. Yes 

b. No 
 

 

 
 

 60% people does not charge any file against the harassment as they do not find their 

self strong enough to tackle police, law and most importantly the society.

 

 
FINDINGS 

 

 Still in India there is Dowry system and 60% has faced this issue.

 Majority believes that there should not be any dowry system.

 Mental abuse and verbal abuse are most common way of torture.

 Yes 80% people are aware of the act but 20% are still not aware which leads to 

acceptance of voilance.

 As per the survey 70% do not protest against the harassment as they feel the respect of 

their family will be affected and they too don’t want 6to get recognised on such basic 

as they feel it insulting.

 70% does not get involved in others matter and so help is not reached to the victims.
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

yes 
40% 

 

 
no 

60% 
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 60% people does not charge any file against the harassment as they do not find their 

self strong enough to tackle police, law and most importantly the society.

 

 
CONCLUSION 

 

In recent times, Indian society is passing through a very difficult phase when human values 

have reached an abysmally low level. There is a dire need to tell people right from their 

childhood about dignity ofilabor and selfidiscipline, inculcate in them self confidence and a 

feeling ofisafety and security, and not to treat women as mere objects. Constantly 

deteriorating condition ofilaw and order situation has added fuel into the fire making life ofi 

women miserable. Common_men demand effective Government action and sincere 

implementation ofithe laws along with swift justice to curb the increasing violence against 

women/girl_child. India needs to change people’s perception/mindset about women’s 

fundamental rights for justice, safety, security, equality and freedom. It should never ever 

be forgotten that woman is a source ofiimmense power. Without women, men_world 

stands no_where. It is the Woman, who is the creator ofia new life, sustainer and educator of 

the new generation. It is also the woman, who comes in man’s world with color and 

pleasure as a loving and caring mother, affectionate sister, cute daughter and compatible 

companion. It is time to remember India’s age_old rich cultural heritage and values wherein 

women were treated with great respect in society. 
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